This paper describes an environment that builds Ofl UNIX for image processing on Sun workstations. It includes discussions on writing image analysis functions using a command line interface and on the manipulation of images from within an imaging program. It then describes the program imagetool, which displays images in a window environment and supplies a menu interface to the image-analysis functions, driven by the command line.
INTRODUCTION
Program imagetool was written, along with other programs, for the data collection, processing, and display of images digitized from television cameras. It runs on a Sun workstation (a UNIX-based window system).
Rather than consisting of a single large program, imagetool supplies a methodology for writing many small programs that are linked by common methods for describing data and executing programs. The baseline for these common methods is the UNIX operating system described by Kernigan and Ritchie.1 An addition to most UNIX systems since that time is a graphics-oriented window system. The programs described here used Sunview; however, plans are being made to convert to the more widely used X window system.
The software for the programs is written in levels. Each image-processing operation (convolve, subtract...) can be described by a subroutine that executes that operation on arrays in memory. An image program is provided that allows the operation to be executed from files on disk. It loads the files into memory and calls the subroutine that performs the operation. One may experiment interactively with operations on a given set of images by calling these programs. When it is useful to do s, several image programs may be chained together into a shell script. If it is frequently used, the shell script may be rewritten as a program, using the equivalent subroutine calls for each program in the shell script. By combining several simpler operations, this new program can be more application-specific.
COMMAND LINE INTERFACE
2.1. Prompting for missing command line arguments One problem with UNIX-style command lines is that if the user remembers the command name but not the required arguments. a cryptic error message is returned Ofl how to use the command. Take for example the copy command: trak% cp Usage: cp [-iI] 1.1 f2; or: cp H1I)11 fl ... fn d2 Compare this with the more friendly VMS COcommand, which prompts for arguments when just the command is given:
SAILYN >copy
From: file I 'Ib: file2 It would he nice to have such promptingcapability on UNIX lorone'sprograms. File descriptorsstdin andstdout will not be available for prompting if they have been redirected to image files. The solution is to use siderrfr issuing the prompt. Function ttyname is then used on the stth'rr file descriptor to determine on which terminal the user's response will he entered. 2.2. Processing the command line Several functions combine to aid in processing the command line and make the origin of an argument (command line or prompting) transparent to the programmer. I'he function geturgreturns the next argument from the O-8194-0695-3/91/$4.OO command line. If there is no argument on the command line, a prompt specified in the call to getargis given to the user and the user's response is then returned bygetarg. A'?' on the command line forces prompting when later arguments are given on the command line. Function firstargreturns the first argument on the command line, skipping over all options indicated with a '-'. A '---' is used to indicate the last option and the beginning of the command arguments. Functions getint, getreal and geistring return an integer, a float, and a string respectively. They return a default argument if an argument is not given on the command line and an empty response is given to the prompt. In addition, functionsgetintandgetrealcheck to see that the returned argument is within a given range.
2.3. Prompting for stdin and stdoul File descriptors sidin and stdout are normally defaulted to the terminal. This is a good choice for text files but a poor choice for image files. Functionsgetin andgetout are supplied to check whetherstdin and stdout have been redirected. If not, a prompt specified by the programmer is presented to the user. The sidin or sidout file descriptor is then redirected to the file indicated by the user. This prompting is helpful to a user who remembers the command function but does not remember whether file arguments are specified on the command line with a file name or by redirecting stdin and stdout. Programs used for processing text files can still use the standard UNIX convention of defaulting to the terminal. This is especially useful for stdout.
HANDLING IMAGES
3.1. Image file format An image is normally a two-dimensional matrix of numbers. Each number in the matrix is referred to as a pixel (picture element). The value of a pixel represents the intensity of the image at that point--the higher the intensity, the larger the number. Data collected from cameras normally have 8-bit pixels with intensities ranging from 0 to 255. Slow-scan CCD cameras have 12-bit pixels with intensities ranging from 0 to 4095. During processing, pixels may assume other data types, such as floating point or complex. A fast Fourier transform, for example, produces an image with complex pixels. An image size may vary depending on the camera and the application. An image file consists ofa 512-byte image header followed bybinary data. The image headercomprises an image text section, a user text section, an image attribute section, and a user attribute section. So far, the image header describes only the format of the data. In the future, it will be expandedlo include, for example, information needed to convert to application coordinates. The four image attributes currently defined are pixel type, row size, number of rows, and number of images. complex8 struct { float r, i; } complexl6_)ixel complexl6 struct { double r, i; } Attribute rowsiz tells how many pixels there are in a row, nrows tells how many rows there are in an image, and nimages tells how many images there are in a file. (Attribute nimages is usually set to one hut could be used to record a time sequence of data or a series of cameras.) 3.2. Image i/o 'Iwo subroutines handle image i/o, get_image and put_image. These routines read and write whole images; no special routines are available for row or pixel i/o. The image header is read or written along with the image data. BOth routines work on pipes and sockets as well as on files. Consequently, a program may treat image data independently of its origin or destination.
Image arrays
After reading an image into memory. the program calls routine converi_irnage2d. 'l'his routine takes an array declared in the normal C style and creates a dope vector (vector of pointers in which each element points to a row of the original C array). Using this technique, an image array may be passed to a subroutine without the subroutine having to specify fixed array dimensions, yet the image can be accessed in the same way as a normal 2D array. This routine is similar to the one found in Numerical Recipes in C.2
Using routine convert_image2d and the image header, algorithms may be written that are independent of image size and shape but not of pixel type. Routines that handle all pixel types must do so with a C-switch statement. Routines that handle just one pixel type are usually labeled as such in their names (for example, img_neg_byte).°L . . 
IMAGETOOL
When working on an imaging application using a UNIX system, one need not write a command interpreter; one may use the shell that already exists. Commands maythen be many small, independent programs. One problem with writing a window-system application is that it seems to lead back toward large monolithic programs rather than a system of small, independent programs. Overcoming this problem was OflC of the main objectives in creating the image display program imagetool. Ikogram irnagelool has three basic functions: displaying images, processing user-supplied menus, and executing image-analysis programs.
Displaying images
Program imagetool accepts an initial image file as a parameter and displays its data. A look-up table is used to convert the number ofbits per pixel in the image to the number of bits pixel available for display. A window may he smaller than the display image, in which case scroll L)ars are used to select the Prlion ol the image on display. Four types of cursors are available: arrow, crosshair, box, and line. The box cursor and the line cursor consist 01 two cursor positions each. Figure 1 shows an image Ofl display with scrollbars and a menu.
Processing menus
User-supplied text files from which image menus will be created are called menu files. A line in a menu file consists of three strings: text to be displayed for that menu item, a key word indicating an action, and an argument string. If the key word in the second string is 'MENU', then a pull-right submenu is created; it may come from one of three places: from the program, from a separate file, or from an in-line menu. Submenus supplied by the program are indicated by a key word in the third string. Submenus from a separate file have a file name as the third string. In-line submenus have no third string. The appendix shows the menu file used to create the menu on display in Figure 1 . 
IMAGETOOL UTILITIES
'I'his section describes utilities that work particularly well with imagetool. They are program plottool, error processing. and data collection.
Plottool
Program plottool is similar to imagelool except that data plots are displayed instead of images. A named pipe is used to pass image file data between imagetool andplottool. Filters (such as diagonal and projection) may be used to extract information from an image for plottool to use. Other filters may he supplied by the user. Program plotlool has many of the same function features as imagetool, including menu files and command executions.
Error processing
Almost all UNIX system routines have an error message return. Programmers, who face the dilemma of what to do about errors, usually have two options: ignore the error or print an error message and abort. It just doesn't seem reasonable to have to decide for all time which course to take when writing a particular subroutine. Subroutine error takes care of this. Any time an error is detected, subroutine error is called. By default, error calls another subroutine that prints an error message and aborts the program--a reasonable default if one assumes the error was caused by a program bug. Another subroutine, errset, can change the subroutine that error calls. Included alternative subroutinescan ignore the errororprint an error messageand continue. Still another subroutine, ernst, allows the prbgrammer of an imaging subroutine to see whether an error did occur in that subroutine. By printing an error message and returning, one can recover and keep a program running (for example, after having input a bad file name). It was originally thought that errors could he recovered in the subroutine passed to errset. But this proves impossible to do, because the context of the error can not be passed in its entirety. Instead, one must either recover in-line, where the error was detected, or set errsel with errignore and recover after using ernst to check for the error later in the code.
Data COhleCtU)fl
Data is collected through l)atacube hardware mounted in a VME crate with a 6802() CPU running the vxWorks oerating system. All communication with the Sun workstation is over ethernet. Almost all imaging subroutines available on the Sun are also available on vxWorks. A remote shell capability allows vxWorks commands to be executed from a UNIX command line or from an imagetool menu file, If desired, data may be analyzed and passed to a control system database without interfacing data to the Sun workstation. Figure 2 shows a layout of the system. Figure 2 . Equipment Configuration 6. SUMMARY UNIX has proved to be a good environment for image processing, because extensive use can be made of command line processing and interprocess communication can be treated the same way as file I/O. The UNIX environment was extended by the addition of prompts for command-line parameters and commands driven by menu files from within window applications. These additions can apply to other applications as well, including text processing ofthe original UNIX application. It has also been shown that the techniques described help break large monolithic programs. which have become common in window applications, into a system of smaller independent programs.
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